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IN FEBRUARY 2023 WE HAVE
PUBLISHED OUR SECOND MODULE OF
THE “2TEACH 2TOUCH” PROJECT
We are excited to announce our latest module of our

Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) on Waste Reduction

and True Consumption. This module has been realised in

the framework of the 2Teach2Touch Erasmus+ project, and

is designed for citizens who are interested in adopting

environmentally responsible practices into their everyday

life. We have already published the first module about

Participation in the Waste Economy as a citizen and in a few

days the second module about Waste Reduction and True

Consumption will be released on our website.

6 partners and 6
countries are involved
in the project:

-EBB Europass Berlin
(Germany), 
-SBTC (Turkey), 
-ELC, European
Language center
(Spain)
-Archivio della
Memoria (Italy)
-TUS University
(Ireland)
-Danmar Computer
(Poland)
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This module is the second of a series of 4 about waste management, circular economy,

and environmental-friendly practices to be implemented in households.

As the world faces ever-increasing environmental challenges, it is becoming increasingly

important to equip citizens and adult learners with the skills and knowledge they need to

take action and make a positive impact on the environment. This module will provide

participants with a comprehensive understanding of environmental education about waste

reduction and circular economy, and explore practical strategies for integrating

environmental themes into everyday life.

During the course, learners will have the opportunity to:

-Explore the principles of environmental education in promoting environmental

sustainability

-Learn about innovative approaches to circular economy in different countries

-Develop practical strategies for incorporating environmental themes into independent

initiatives, and in everyday life.

The modules are self-paced, so you can complete the course at your own time. 

The course is also flexible, allowing participants to complete the whole course or to focus

on specific modules based on their own interests and needs. The first two modules are

now available in English but at the end of the projects they will all be translated also in

German, Italian, Spanish, Polish and Turkish.

We believe that this MOOC will be a valuable resource for whoever is committed to

promoting environmental sustainability and empowering citizens and stakeholders to

make a positive impact on the world. We hope that you will join us for this exciting

learning opportunity.

To register for the MOOC on Waste Reduction and True Consumption, please follow

this link: www.2teach-2touch.erasmus.site

F O L L O W  U S  O N  F A C E B O O K

https://2teach-2touch.erasmus.site/
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100087562476960

